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ABSTRACT
THE PRINCIPLES OF TACTICAL ORGANIZATION AND THEIR IMPACT ON FORCE
50 pages.

"DESIGN IN THE US ARMY by Major Glenn M. Harned, USA,

This study investigates the nature of the theoretical
principles that govern military organization, seeks to identify
those principles, and then applies them to determine how best to
design tactical organizations. To test its hypothesis that such
theoretical principles do exist, the study examines the existing
theory of tactical organization and analyzes the various force
design options that the US Army has adopted since World War I-.
The study concludes that two fundamental principles govern
tactical

organization --

economy of force and unity of effort

.7-

--

and that the US Army misinterprets both these principles.
From
these two fundamental principles, the study postulates and
defines five subordinate principles -- flexibility, integration,
"standardization, resiliency, and continuity -- and derives from
them a list
of organizational imperatives for the force design
process.

*

The study also concludes that the US Army does not have, but
desparately needs, a formal doctrine for force design. It argues
that the US Army currently relies on individual interpretations
of the World War II Mollair philosophy of streamlining and
pooling, despite the fact that changes in conditions have
rendered that philosophy even more deficient than it was at the
time of its formulation.
The study also identifies several major force design issues
that remain unresolved in the US Army today, and provides some
possible solutions to those issues for further evaluation. Among
these issues is the question of whether the Army should adopt a
"skip echelon" force structure that alternates units of maneuver
and units of concentration at both the tactical and operational
levels. Another issue centers on the organizational implications
of the Army's evolving operational concept for the reintroduction
of tactical corps and operational field armies.
The final issue
is the fundamental dilemma of the Army of Excellenoc -- its
organizational emphasis on austerity and flexibility conflicts
with the Army's new operational emphasis on agility and
responsiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

twenty years that followed World War II,

In the first
Army redesigned its

force structure only twice.

tactical

the US
In

the

mid-195Os the pentomic division replaced the triangular division
in

a brief

and unsuccessful

attempt to organize

In the early 1060s the ROAD division replaced

nuclear warfare.

the pentomic division,

but the ROAD division was really nothing

more than a return to the light

armored division design of World

War II, applied across the board to all
In

for tactical

types of Army divisions

contrast to the continuity and evolutionary change
the last
ten years of the Army's

"experienced from 1945 to 1975,

There

history has seen almost constant organizational turmoil.

has been a series of force design studies and experiments -Army 86,

Division Restructuring Study,
In

Excellence.

each case,

and now the Army of

personality prevailed.

of eay docorinal guidance for force design,
officer involved in
I

the

In

the absence

the senior general

the study had no choice but to provide the

study group with his own personal concept of how the army in
field

Those who opposed the resulting

should organize to fight.

organizational

the

concept usually did so on the basis of their own

personal beliefs concerning Army force design,

not on theoretical

or doctrinal grounds.
The Army has still
design,
*

not published any doctrine for force

nor has there been any recent theoretical study of the

subject.

It

is

time for the Army to determine if

better method to design its

-_

there -is a

force.

.".

This study begins with the working hypothesis that certain
fundamental

principles govern military organization,

fundamental principles
that

govern the conduct of war.

such principles do exist,

just

It

seeks to identify them,

as

assumes
and then

applies them to determine how best to design tactical
organizations.

In

the search to test

this

working hypothesis,

the monograph examines the existing theory of tactical

organization and analyzes the various force design options that
the US Army has adopted since World War II
findings,

4

the conclusions address

,L L-.. " - -. - - - ... ? ? . -

-.

." --. ,. . - --

the validity

1'--,

- -. , ,

Based on these
of the working

- - , , .- ,.

-.- .. .%i ,- --- L •..

, - •l . - .,..•-

"hypothesis and the nature of the principles that govern tactical
organization.

The monograph closes by presenting some unresolved

-

force design issues for further study.
Definitions
Two definitions are critical
Force Design is

to the subject of this

study.

tVe process of determining the proper internal

composition of a unit,

in

order to develop a unit capable of

accomplishing its battlefield functions.
The product of the
force design process is a Table of Organization and Equipment
(TOE).
Force Structure is the process of integrating the proper
number and mix of TOE units into a balanced force capable of
accomplishing its missions.
The product of the force structure
"process is the Total Army Troop List. (1)

a

Significance
The significance of this

study lies in

the nature and

purpose of tactical organization.
The tactical organization of
an army has a profound effect on its ability to wage war.
If an

,,)

army can organize properly to fight according to its
will reduce friction,

A

consequently expend its
army is

doctrine,

achieve greater unity of effort,
combat power more effectively.

more likely to achieve its

it

and
Such an

military nhjectives and thus

facilitate
attainment of the political
object of the war.
Major (later Colonel) E.S. Johnston was perhaps the greatest

4

military theoretician of the US Army during the interwar years.
In

1936 the Review of Military Literature published his classic

"Field Regulations of the Future",

which outlined his proposals

for a new operational
Army.

and organizational doctrine for the US
Johnston argued the importance of organizational doctrine

and then discussed the principles of tactical

"Referring to the US Army's Fie]AS~rvigeeu!

organization.
a

of 1923,

although he might as well have been speaking of its direct
descendent, the 1985 draft FM 100-5, QPRations, Johnston wrote
that, despite the importance of tactical organization, "an

A

officer of our army cannot go to Field Service Regulation9

--

the

basic book on our doctrine for war -.- and find a statement of the
fundamentals of military organization."

[

.

~2.

WI

,2) As this monograph's

. .

findings will demonstrate,

the result of this doctrinal void has

N

been the perpetuation of a force design process driven by
personalities instead of principles.

FINDINGS
In

the introduction,

significance of tactical

this

study examined-briefly the

organization to successful military

operations.
In this section, it will probe more deeply into the
thoory and history of tactical organization.
E.S.
In

Johnston.
of the Future",

his 1936 "Field Service Regulations

Johnston derived the theoretical

foundation of tactical

organization from two principles of war:
an earlier

work,

unity of effort

In

published in

he wrote that the basic problem in

obtain unity of effort
combat power,

in

in

order to obtain an objective.

"Control is

of effort

for one's own forces,
(4)

-

war is

to

the controlled application of protected

Johnston,

the enemy's."

and

"A Science of War"

economy of force.
1934,

E.S.

regulation,

Its

(3)

According to

purpose is

to attain

unity

and to disrupt unity of effort

This being the case,

in

"The aim of the commander

should be so to control the movement of protected combat power,
as to place it
accomplished

in

with a minimum expenditure of force."

According to Johnston,
control.
tactical

Its

purpose,

organization

unity of effort,
combat power.
100-5 today,

"Organization is

therefore,
is

is

(5)

the mechanism of

unity of effort."

a mechanism of control,

which results
In

may be

a location where the maximum results

(6)

Thus,

which produces

in the economic expenditure of

the 1923 Field Service Regulations,

as in

FM

the US Army recognized Unity of Command as a

principle of war,

but Johnston argued that

be Unity of Effort,

not Unity of Command.

be.

the principle should
He wrote,

Wellington and Blucher [at
Waterloo] succeeded by
reason of cooperation; they had no unified
command ... Unity of command, then4 is merely a
method of obtaining unity of effor ; cooperation
is another method ...
The real problem is where
to provide for unity of command and where to
depend on cooperation. (7)

3

V

%!

Economy of force is achieved when one accomplishes the
maximum results with a minimum expenditure of force. A discussion
of this principle is important because economy cf force is a
By the first
two-sided coin -- one can interpret it in two ways.
interpretation, the principle is output oriented -- and focuses
on economical employment and effectiveness, on generating maximum
This is the
combat power with a given set of resources.
interpretation Major General J.F.C. Fuller expressed in his
fundamental law of war: the law of economy of force, or the "law
of economic expenditure of force", which states,
if two opponents face each other, and each
...
possess an identical supply of force, the one who
can make his force persist the longest must win
because

...

the desired end will be achieved with

the smallest expenditure of force.

(8)

By the second interpretation, economy of force is input
oriented -- and focuses on austerity and efficiency, on
minimizing the resources devoted to generating a given quantity
The US Army adopted this interpretation
of combat power.
sometime after WWII; it has been part of US Army doctrine since
The now draft FM 100-5
the 1949 Field Service Regulations.
explains economy of force with the imperative, "Allocate minimum
essential

combat power to secondary efforts"

(9);

there is

no

sense of economy of force being the fundamental principle from
which others are derived, as Fuller, Johnston, and others used
the term before WWII.

interpretation,
expe•ndituL
is

the first

using economy of force to mean the economic

of for•ie.

necessary --

This monograph adopts

By doing so,

it
--

but not sufficient

recognizes that efficiency
to a tactical

organization

being effective; a tactical organization's output determines its
success on the battlefield, not its input.
Tactical Organization
In his 1936 "Field Service Regulations of the Future",
Johnston advanced these principles of tactical organization:

E.S.
(10)

7"

4

The effectiveness of any method of organization
depends rn unity of effort in control of the means available
against the means opposed, under the conditions of the theater of
action,

with due regard to the consequences

of failure,

in

order

to accomplish the object.

',4

The appropriate organization of any unit is determined
by the object of the unit [what it is organized to do], the means

"available for organizing and equipping it,

the opposition it will
the characteristics of the theater of action, and the

encounter,

probable consequences of failure.
The basic or tabular organization merely provides a
basis for necessary modifications [task organization].
The
specific organization formed in each situation is an expression
of the ability of the commander concerned.
Difficulties in determining the most appropriate
organization are greatest when the unit may operate in
widely-different theaters, against widely-varying enemies. Such a
situation increases the need for a flexible basic organizatiou,
and for an understanding in the military profession at large as
to how it may best-be modified to meet particular situations.
Close-combat troops may be provided with support either
organically,

or by direct support or attachment.

The tests

e.,

as.to.

whether a certain support agency should be included organically

in a unit, or placed in

a higher unit where it

can be made

available as needed, are as follows:
Is the agency used with such frequency as to make
organic inclusion desirable?
Is it available in sufficient quantities to permit
organic inclusion, or should it rather be pooled under higher
echelons in order to faoilitatu its pr-esenAce when and where mostneeded?

-

Can it

be employed as effectively by the lower as

by a higher echelon?
Johnston wrote, "Subdivision is necessary for control, and
permits :4eparation of units in the interests of maneuver ...
experience will demonstrate a practical limit to the number of
subdivisions which, under given circumstances, can be controlled

L-.
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by one leader.
These considerations fix the (maximum] number of
men in the smallest unit, and the (maximum] number of
subdivisions in higher units." Johnston argued that there are
..

comparative advantages and disadvantages to subdividing
close-combat units into two, three, or four parts.
Two
subdivisions provide one to fix and one to maneuver, while three

1

P

also provide a reserve.
"Four subdivisions provide an
organization yet more flexible, there being sufficient elements
to maneuver around both flanks as well as for fixing and for the
reserve.
This organization is also useful in penetrations, in
which case the entire unit may be used in a deep narrow column,
in a square or siwilar figure, or in a T-shaped formation.
A
unit of four subdivisions in particularly flexible [because] the
"four subunits may be combined into three or two, according to the
situation and the ability of the commander." A unit with four
subdivisions is also more economical, requiring little
more
overhead than a unit with only three. (11)
Johnston also argued that the anticipated level of training
at each echelon influences the number of subdivisions it can
control.
He wrote,

"In a great war requiring much expansion of the

peace-ttme

army,

the training of junior leaders

may be low, and casualties may keep it low
Each echelon should be allotted the maximum
number of subdivisions, within the total
desirable for its t yical
operations, which it is
estimated that its tical
leader will be able to
handle efficiently, and which other factors will
"permit. Conditions in this res ect may vary from
"war to war, and within wars. (IIS

While E.S.
theoretician

in

Johnston may have been the greatest interwar
the US Army,

the most influential force designer

of the period was Brigadier General
Leslie J.

McNair,

(later

Lieutenant General)

who commanded the 2d Division's 2d Field

Artillery Brigade during the extensive field
the triangular

infantry division.

Army Ground Forces (AGF)

in

tests

(1936-39)

of

When McNair assumed command of

March 1942,

he continued to implement

the organizational concepts that he developed during these tests.
His concepts continue to influence Army force design even today.
&4
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Streamlining and Pooling
McNair's guiding principle was J.F.C. Fuller's and E.S.
Johnston's principle of economy of force -- the economic
In his official history of WWII
expenditure of combat power.
tactical organization,

Robert R.

Palmer wrote,

The twin aspects of economy were streamlining and
They were phases of the same
pooling.
To streamline a unit
organizational process.
meant to limit it organically to what it needed
always, p lpcing in pools what it needed only
occasionally.
A cot
in the sense here meant,
was a mass of units ol similar type kept under
control of a higher headquarters for the
reinforcement or servicing of lower commands, but
not assigned to lower commands permanently and
organically.
Pooling occurred at all levels,
from the GHQ reserve pools which reinforced
armies down through army pools, corps pools, and.
division pools to the company pool, which, in the
infantry, provided mortars and machine guns to
platoons. (13)
reinforce rifle

Under McNair's concept of streamlining and pooling,

"

pooling

occurred for three reasons. (14) First, combat requirements
fluctuated from day to day, and the Army could not afford to
Not only would such
organize all its units to meet peak loads.
an approach be wasteful of scarce resources and result in a great

Vp.

'U

number of relatively idle or malutilized troops, but a truly
self-contained tactical unit would be so immobile and unwieldy
that it would be incapable of performing its mission under normal
condi bions.
Another reason fox pooling was the range of weapons and the

conse,'tent potential for the massing of f res.
range

of 60mm company mortars

tifle

platoon,

For example,

the

exceeded the frontage of any single

and they were therefore most economically employed

in company pools where their fires could bn shifted, distributed,
or concentrated
reas

along the entire

as based on technical

For similar

company front.

characteristics,

81mm mortars were

best pooled at battalion level.
Differences
,ooling.

In

in

tsctical

the WWII

mobility were the third

infantry,

for example,

a

rifle

reason for
platoon

aontained no crew-served weapons that required continuous
resupply of ammunition or served as a focus for hostile direct
fire.

A rifle company contained only hand-carried crew-served

7
2

-

_--

--

-

weapons,

j•

while a rifle

battalion contained heavy weapons that

could be manhandled for several hundred yards.
All infantry
weapons requiring prime movers were pooled at the regimental
level.
Similarly, WWII service units that did not have the
tactical mobility of the divisions were assigned to the field
army.
Divisions and corps could maneuver without regard to
temporarily immobile service units.
The field army, drawing on
its pools, would send them new service units, leaving the old
ones to clear themselves and wait for a new mission.
McNair's AGF stressed streamlining and pooling,

(15)

.

to obtain flexibility and economy4 which were
essentially the same since flexibility meant
freedom to use personnel and equipmen where they
would produce the most effective results.
The
trend may be described as away from the idea of
the ty.pe [fixed] force and toward the idea of the
task force.
In other words, it was away from the
organic assignment of resources to large commands
and toward variable or ad hoc assignments to
commands tailor-made for specific missions ... The
emphasis on attachment, the virtual disappearance
of organic troops front the corps and army and
the confinement of organic troops of the division
to a strictly defined minimum made necessary
extnnsive pools of nondivisional units ...
The
whole Army became, so to speak, a GHQ reserve
poo' from which task forces could be formed -whether they were called by this
name ...
or
called more conventionally corps or armies. (16)

McNair's OpQpo2ition
Streamlining and pooling provided for economy, mobility,
flexibliity, and the capacity for massed employment, but not
without cost.
A primary disadvantage was the dependence of

J

tactical commandars on the attachment of support units their
higher commanders could not always provide.
Another disadvantage
was that commanders found it

difficult to integrate temporary

"There was
attachments and thus create cohesive combat' teams.
therefore much disagreement on many particulars of organization;
nor was it possible, with difficulties so fundamental, to find a
permanent solution which all would accept. " (17) As Palmer noted,
Xo one advocated waste,

unwieldiness

or

dispersion.
Disagreement arose in the judgment
of concrete cases ...
In practice there were many
obstacles to successful achievement of an economy
of force ...
General McNair resolutely set
"hims:lf ageinst such proliferation, which added
nothing to oha fighting strength of the Army.(18)

a

0

.-

4
-

In his drive for economy of force. McNair focused on how
other arms supported the infantry fight,

not on how to integrate

all the arms into a combined arms operation. (19) That viewpoint
was not shared by Lieutenant General Jacob L. Devers, one of the
leading dissenters against the excesses of McNair's "economy of
force" school.
In August 1941 Devers took over as Chief of the
Armored Force with the specific mission of settling the cavalry
versus infantry arguments in the new arm (Devers, like McNair,

6

was an artilleryman) and devising a combined arms approach to
armored warfare.
Devers emphasized the complementary effects of
combined arms in the armored division, and questioned the length
to which McNair carried the pooling principle.
Palmer wrote, "He
(Devers] held that occasional attachment of nonorganic units to
divisions would produce poor combined training and poor
battlefield

teamwork,

and that

it

was a doubtful way of achieving

either unity of command or economy of force."
letter to General Marshall:
Economy of force is

Devers argued in a

not gained by having a lot

of

units in a reserve pool where they train
individually, knowing little
or nothing ofathe
units they are going to fight with.
It is much
better to make them part of a division or corps,
even to the wearing of the same shoulder patch.,
If they are needed elsewhere in an emergency,
they can be withdrawn easily from the division or

corps and attaohed where they are needed. Economy
of force and unity of command go together.
You
get little
of either if you get a lot
of attached
units at the last
moment.
Team play comes only
with practice. (20)

As Palmer wrote,

"The advent of war and the need of

conducting operations on the far side of oceans brought to light

a paradox by no means new in military history, namely that armiles
may be immobilized by their own means of transportation." (21)
The Army's prewar motorization program increased its shipping
requirements and thereby reduced the rate at which units could
deploy overseas.
In September 1942 General Marshall wrote to
McNair that the Army's divisional motor transportation was
extravagant.
McNair's reply addressed the broader issue of
tactical organization:
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The present regrettable excess of motor
transportation is due to chiefs of arms and
"services seeking heavily and thinking narrowly
to field commanders who seek to make their units
too self-contained, and to an over-indulgent War
Department.
It is futile now to exhort the same
l~encies as brought about the existing condition.
I is believed that the remedy is one or a group
of no-men ...
Such a person or group will cause
loud complaints from the field, and conceivably
can go too far in its efforts to economize in
transportation.
Nevertheless, drastic
countermeasures are necessary to correct present
conditions, and the War Department must empower
such an .aency to go into all
kinds of units, and
back up its findings. (22)

Marshall turned to NcNair to be his "No-Man".
In October
McNair created an AGF Reduction Board and instructed it to
cut AGF by 20 percent in motor transport and 15 percent in
1942,

personnel,

"without lessening the combat strength of any unit or

upsetting the dcotrine of its

"eight months of its

life,

tactical

employment."

(23)

In

the

the Board reviewed the whole theory of

army and corps organization.
The Board qssumed that no unit
smaller than a field army could be made self-sufficient and that
units would be made sufficient for particular missions through
attachment. -To facilitate these attachments, the Board abolished
the fixed nondivisional regiment and organized practically all
nondivisional units as separate battalions and companies placed
under flexible groups and brigades of groups.
By abolishing the
fixed nondivisional regiment,

MoNair's Reduction Board eliminated

as well the concept of a type army or corps with organic units.
New TOEs were issued for most AGF units in

1W

July 1943,

despite "loud complaints from the field" and the ensuing
discussions and compromises. (24) However, McNair never had
authority over the units of the Army Air Forces or of the service
units of the Services of Supply.
Only those units intended for
the combat zone came within his reach.
This fact becomes
significant when one realizes that while the strength of the US
a•ned forces reached 12,350,000 in WWII, and the Army 8,290,000,
the strength of Army Ground Forces never exceeded 2,700,000.
Consequently, McNair accomrn lished hi., reductions in the ery
units that, being the closest to combat, most needed the
resiliency or staying power that McNair's reductions eliminated.

10
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After the 1943 reorganization by McNair's Reduction Board,
"a reaction set in against the extreme emphasis on flexibility
and economy." (25) The new force design increased the combat
power delivered overseas, reduced the resupply problems of
overseas commanders, and made forces more compact and
maneuverable on paper, but not without
stresses and strains at the organizational levul.
While the fundamental TOEs remained substantially
p ecemeal
yDjhan
fcn thebegan
remainder
9f the
T augmentation
to owing
the war,
penduium
in..'"
the opposite direction ...
In practice, field
armies and corps never had enough units in their
pools to satisfy the demands of the divisions -after all, Army Ground Forces was having trouble
menning divisions -- and infantry divisions
commonly received tank, tank destroyer,
antiaircraft and engineer battalions in permanent
attachment. (26)

Military historian Jonathan House concurs with Palmer's
assessment,

writing,

When the US Army finally employed these
,[McNair's] concepts overseas they provedtonly.
partially successful.
Regardless o the terrain
"or enemy involved, most divisions in Europe and
"many in the Pacific believed that they needed
tank, antiaircraft, tank destroyer (antitank)
and nondivisional en ineer support in virtually
all circumstances.
Corps and field army
commanders who followed doctrine by shifting
these nondivisional units from division to
division according to the situation found that
they could maximize the use of such elements only
at the cost of much confusion and inefficiency.
Attachment to a different division meant dealing
with a different set of procedures and
personalities before the attached units could
mesh smoothly with that division. Once such a
smooth relationship was established, the division
was reluctant to release its attachments as
ordered.
In many instances, tactical commanders
found it expedient to leave the same
nondivisional elements aLtauheu to , U
am'
divisions on a habitual basis that might last for
months ...
Thus, the triangular division in
combat was much larger more rigid, and more
motorized than McNair Lad envisioned.
An
augmented infantry division of this kind might
we 1 have the mobility and firepower of a
motorized division or even an understrength
armored division. (27)

077

In effect, Devers was vindicated in his objections to the
McNair austerity drive.
Significantly, and perhaps not
coincidentally, Devers returned from his army group command in
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July 1945 to assume command of AGF and guide the postwar
In November 1946, less
organization and training of the Army.
than eighteen months after General Devers assumed command of AGF,
the Army approved a new force design for the infantry division.
The new infantry division was larger, more powerful, more mobile,
It was
and more self-sufficient than the one authorized in 1943.
also fully ti.-iangularized, and thus fac-ilitated the formation of
task-organized regimental combat teams (RCTs) and battalion task
This postwar
forces to perform specific combat missions.
The RCTS
infantry division "withstood the test of Korea ...
often controlled as many as five or six battalions of armor or
infantry and were fought with the flexibility of combat command
organizations."

(28)

CGSC CDD Stud.

56-10

After the Korean War, the Army realized that it would have
to "develop a doctrine and organization that would allow ground
forces to function effectively on a nuclear battlefield." (29)
While commanding the US VII Corps in Germany, Lieutenant General
James M. Gavin discovered during exercises that the infantry
division could not adopt to the nuclear battlefield, and
was necessary to redesign the infantry divison
into relatively autonomous and widely dispersed battle groups,

concluded that it

each one capable of independent sustained combat.

General

Maxwell D. Taylor wanted to make tactical units "sufficiently
small so that they would not present a lucrative nuclear target.
sufficiently balanced between the arms so that they could defend
themselves when isolated, and sufficiently self-supporting that
also
...
they could fight without vulnerable logistical tails
wanted to streamline the command structure in order to speed the
passage of information and decisions." (30)
In April 1956 the continental Army Command tasked the Army
Command and General Staff College to examine the relative merits
The tasking letter contained
of small versus large divisions.
the following DA staff comments:

i2

N

The Staff considers that any comparison of small
versus large divisions is largely academic since
... the combat capability of he small division
may be generally comparable to the combat
capability of a subordinate unit (regiment,
combat command, etc.) of the large division
Conversely, the large
appropriatel y supported.
division with appropriate support may be
comparable to a corps of small divisions.
In
summary ...
the same relative size organization
can havo approximately the same combat capability
regardless of the name applied to the
organization.
The basic problem is to consider
"whether we determine the desired role of future
divisions and then develop organizations and
weapons and equipment to enable divisions to best
1ilithog ~vo s, Er cqnversely, whether we
develop 1ivisions base' on tresent concepts of
size and organization and then determine what
roles these divisions can fill.
The Staff
considers that the Army must adopt the first

approach.

(31)

CGSC Study 56-10 begins by defining the small division as
"one in which the basic maneuver elements are directly
subordinate to the division headquarters" and the large division
as "one in which a regimental/ combat command echelon is
inu.erposed between the basic maneuver elements an1 the division
headquarters." (32) The study includes an excellent discussion of
organizational principles.
following:

Among its major points are the

(33)

responsiveness: "A large division can react with
the necessary rapidity to a given situation as well as a small
division." The study noted, "It is considered to be a faulty line
of reasoning to argue that battalions cannot react as rapidly to
-the division commander's wishes -- nor can he react as rapidly to
*On

their needs --

if

there is

a combat command echelon,

a combat command echelon.
it

is

at this

If

there is

level that immediate

deci ions with regard to the battalions are made.
If the
division commander is to take over the tactical role of the
combat command/

regimental comrTlander,

must take over the tactical

ro.e

then the corps commander

of the division commander."

The study argued,

"There is

a difference between controlling a large
number of maneuvering elements which may be
roughly in line and eading in the same general
direction [the combat command /regimental
commander's role], and controlling the same
number of elementL which may have considerably
different pNarts to play in achieving a common
goal [the division commander's role].
If a
1F
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""division] commander takes over directly the
command over battalions , he takes over at least
"the degree of detail which goes with command of a
"regimenti and more if a corresponding complement

of divisional support means is given him as well,
This degree of detail has the effect of absorbing
"his attentioa and limiting the width and depth of
the area he can personally cover properly, in a
similar manner as the number of battalions
such a commander
available limits this area ...
"must remain a regimental or combat comma'id
commander regardless of the designation which may
be given this unit. (34)

* On subdivision and span of control:

L

7

"No adequate
to

substitute has been devised for a commander's personal visit
subordinate elements and his personal influence at the critical
The number of subordinate elements normally

battle.

point in

"assigned a commander must be less than the saturation point to
permit adequate control of reinforcing elements in

Many

battle.

wartime comanders will lack the experience required to exercise
command adequately over an increased numxber of elements.

*

Thus,

"the number of subordinate maneuver elements should not exceed
four and in

some cases three are desirable."

with three regiments and ten battalions

that a large division,
controlling thirty
a small division,

The study argued

maneuver companies,

is

easier to control than

with five battle groups and one tank batalion

"controlling thirty

maneuver companies,

because there are twice as

many intermediate headquarters exercising control.
'Organizational structure,
* On flexibility:
doctrines

*

Divisions organized on the combat command

and with sufficient strength,

eelmiun L

organizations,

of

"t*

a division

aU1

combined

The more the

into f-X-e

or the fewer the basic elements which can be

combined into teams,

the less flexible the division becomes."

On mobility:

the strategic or tactical

-

can perform countless

combinations to meet practically any situation.

ou
various

.

rather

and techniques are the basis of flexibility,

than sizes of units.
principle,

equipment,

"there is

no significant difference in

mobility of a force composed of large
This study recognized what the Army of

or small divisions."

(35)

Excellence does not:

that if

less than one large division is

required to meet a contingency,

then that large division can be

For
strategically tailored to meet that specific contingency.
it
is
contingencies requiring more than one large division,
14
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irrelevant whether we send a corps of large divisions or of smallj

divisions augmented by corps assets.

The same amount of combat

power requires the same amount of lift,
on the soldiers'

left

sleeve.

Large divisions,

pool certain general support assets,
lift

regardless of the patch
may in

because they can

fact require

less

than smaller ones.
* On combined arms

integration: The study recommended

that the basic maneuver element be only as administratively
self-sufficient

as the nondivisional

separate battalion,

other divisional support elements not be fragmented,
regimental
that

that

that the

echelon be retained as a flexible combat command,

and

the span of control be four battalions per combat command,

and three combat commands per division.

(36)

In other words,

the

study essentially recommended the adoption of what became known
as the ROAD concept.
Despite this study, the Army adopted the pentomic division
in 1957.

The intent of the force designers was to eliminate the

battalion level of command and to base tba division on five
integrated combined arms battle
regiments but directly

groups that functioned as

controlled companies;

in

fact the battle

groups proved to be nothing more than oversized and unwieldy
battalions.

(37)

Just as CGSC Study 56-10 predicted,

system of direct support is
of the supported units,
the flexibility

overly integrated

regardless

and cohesiveness

the division as a whole is
by the inability

...

"if

the

into the structure

of the size of the division,
upon which the success of

predicated may be fatally

handicapped

of a single [division] commander to control that

support and concentrate it
Integrating it
flexibility."

at a critical time and place.

at the maneuver unit level certainly reduces
(38)

The pentomic structure was never extended to the armored
division.

It

retained

its

three combat command,

four armored infantry battalion,
In

the end,

its

inherent flexibility

four tank and

design with only minor change.
was extended to the entire

force structure as the ROAD Division concept.

15
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The ROAD Conce t
"

In
The Army was not happy with the pentomic division.
1961, the new Kennedy Administration quickly approved the Army's
ongoing ROAD (Reorganization Objectives Army Division) Study.
The ROAD Division signalled a move by the whole army in the field
to the organizational design of the WWII light armored division.
The new division's principal design characteristic was its
flexibility

--

could be tailored at any level to task organize

it

House wrote:

for any particular situation.

Strategically, the army could choose to form and
conventional
deploy armored, mechanized
infantry, airborne, and later airmobile
divisions depending upon the expected threat.
Although there were recommended configurations of
in Practice planners could
each division tye,
hese different division types by
further tailor
assigning various numbers and mixes of armored,
mechanized infantry, infantry, airborne infantry,
and airmobile infantry battalions, for a total of
anywhere from seven to fifteen maneuver
The division commander and staff had
battalions.
in attaching these
considerable flexibility
battalions to the three brigade headquarters.
Finally, within the brigades and battalions,
commanders could task organize combined arms
forces by temporarily cross-attaching infantry,
mechanized, and armored companies and platoons,
as well as attaching engineers, air defense
and other elements. (39)
artillery,

In theory, the ROAD brigade echelon was a purely tactical
headquarters to control the training and operations of attached
The result was maximum tactical

combat battalions.

flexibility,

but at the expense of the combined arms cohesion found it,a fixed
regiment or battle group. To minimize the integration problems
associated with the pooling of support assets at r'ivision level,
ROAD commanders routinely employed the concept of habitual
association to keep the same units together as a combined arms
team, unless a radical change of mission or terrain forced a
change, just as commanders had done with attachments in WWII and
Korea.

the ROAD brigade commander never considered

In practice,

himself purely a tactical commander,

and exercised some degree of

control over all important matters in his command, just as the
armored division combat command commander had done previously.
The ROAD force design gave the US Army the span of control and
flexibility

of organization

it

had li.cked .,ith the pentomic
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concept.
cohesion,

Habitual association provided an acceptable degree of
responsiveness and battlefield agility, solving the

problem of combined arms integration that this organizational.
The Army fought the
flexibility would ha'.e otherwise hindered.
Indochina War with the RUAD division,

but that war was not a true

test of the division's capabilities because it
great deal of maneuver above brigade level.
Th~e_•.ghmlns AbQoveDivis i_•JEAD)

did not involve a
Study

Before the 1970 EAD Study, the Army considered the corps
to be a purely tactical echelon that worked for a field army with
both tactical and administrative responsibilities.
The field
army controlled a consolidated combat zone logistical system
the Field Army Support Command (FASCOM)

--

--

that largely bypassed

the corps and dealt directly with divisions.

The Army could not

justify this headquarters overhead in peacetime, so in 1972 it
eliminated the tactical corps echelon and substituted the
independent corps, a corps-size field army with its own combat
zone logistical system -- the Corps Support Command (COSCOM).
To fill
the doctrinal void created by the elimination of
tbe tactical corps, the Army began to redesign the division
echelon as a division-size corps with the deep attack and
counterfire missions that corps used to perform.
Predictably,.
these changes adversely affected the agility of both the corps
Dissatisfaction with this loss of agility led
and the division.
not to the return of the tactical corps, but rather to a decade
of organizational initiatives that have now taken the Army almost
full circle.
Unfortunately, these initiatives have not been
guided by any set of theoretical principles, such as those argued
by E.S. Johnston, by Generals McNair and Devers, and by CGSC
Study 56-10.
instead, senior genb.al officurs hnve provided
ttidelines, without
force designers with lists of orgeliiza&tIcn,!
reference to the fundamental principles that led to thosz3
guidelines.
The result, as this monograph will show, has been

organizational chaos.
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General Donn A. Starry initiated the Army 86 study
projects in September 1978, about one year after assuming command
The
of the US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC).
studies had their origin in the Division Restructuring Study
(DRS) begun by his predecessor, General William E. Depuy. Based
on his analysis of the 1973 Middle East War, Depuy believed the
ROAD Division "could no longer harness efficiently the combat
power of the weaponry of the 1970s, not to speak of the awesome
potential of the new material programmed to arrive in the decade
ahead." (40) In March 1976, at the urging of DePuy, HQDA di.rected
TRADOC to undertake a division restructuring study [actually a
force design study], and that July the TRADOC planners presented
The proposed
their concept for a redesigned heavy division.
heavy division had three fixed heavy brigades, each with five
small tank and mechanized battalions designed to integrate the
In
combined arms actions of small, single-purpose companies.
January 1977 General Bernard W. Rogers, then Army Chief of Staff,
Restrucdturing Evaluatonept (Dr

coldutedtifromTFebruary 1

Restructuring Evaluation (DRE),

conducted from February 1977 to

October 1978 by the 1st Cavalry Division at Fort Hood, Texas,
revealed that the DRS design was flawed -- the division proved
too fragile for sustained combat in a NATO scenario. (41)
the DRE results provided an excellent data base

Nevertheless,

that TRADOC incorporated into the broader framework of Division
of the Army 86 studies.
86, the first
The Division 86 study began with a new and radically
General Starry believed that
different conceptual approach.
For this to happen,
operational concepts should drive the Army.
however, the Army had to share a uummuri vision, of whexwe it wds
present
going and why, of what needed to be done to get from its
Starry directed
state to where it wanted to be in the future.
his TRADOC planners to develop a Battlefield Development Plan
(BDP) to provide such a unifying vision to the Army.
Based on his experience as V Corps commander in Europe,
Starry brought to TRADOC his concepts of the "central battle"
where all

that part of the battlefield
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and of "force generation"
of central

battles,

the concentration of combat power at

decisive time and place in
of the enemy's ability

was first

which encompassed the anticipation

--

order to win them,

to do the same thing.

published in November

1978,

it

the

and the disruption
(42)

When the BDP

explained the central

battle and force generation, and identified ten critical
battlefield tasks.
As the Division 86 study progressed,

the

division of the ten tasks between central battle and force
generation proved artificial

and all the critical

tasks became separate battlefield
TRADOC recognized
servicing,

the ten following battlefield

suppression-counterfire,

warfare,

battle

force movement.

(43)

and electronic

and target acquisition,

The Combined Arms Center (CAC)

the force designers balanced

tactical

organizations that

envisioned

for them in

Meanwhile,
set

of guidelines

These directed that
*
maximize firepower

in

at Fort

training

responsibilities

integration,

air-land

battla,

these functions

October

to

3reate

..:

1978 General Starry established a

for the Army 86

force design process.

(44)

.\

TRADOC:
Integrate weapons
forward,

systems

enable combined

quickly,

in

all

to

arms forces to

forward.

Reduce and simplify tactical,
at

organizations

and provide essential
technical,

and

echelons.

Provide for effective
especially at battalion
*

".

for insuring

could accomplish the missions

and command control
*

and

the TRADOC operational concept.

maneuver and concentrate
leadership

all

target

defense,

Leavenworth was the integrating center responsible
that

N

support,

command-control-communications

intelligence-surveillance

1979

functions:

interdiction,air

mobility-countermobility-survivability,
reconstitution,

battlefield
By December

functions.

Provide for effective

combined arms
and brigade level.
integration

of the

especially at division and corps level.
* Improve tactical
nuclear and chemical

-.

capabilities.

,
* D-velop redundancy for critical

functions

,

control

and key combat tasks.
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TRADOC historian John L. Romjue wrote, "It was clear
from the outset that Division 86 was to be not only a project to
define and develop the new heavy division, but a process to
institute periodic force review and the design and fielding of
major division components.
It would involve the TRADOC
integrating centers, schools, and activities intensively, with
task forces established in line with the battlefield functions of
the BDP.
In this way, support and understanding for the new
functional approach would be built." (45) As the Division 86
study progressed, so did work on the Army's opera:cinal doctrine.
Sterry's concept of the "extended battlefield" was refined into
"an operational concept that was the forerunner of current AirLand
Battle doctrine.

4.active

Still

rather than maneuver-oriented,

attrition

this concept envisioned "an air-land battle whose tenets were the
defense to stop attack, disruption of follow-on echelons,
protection of rear areas, and destruction of the enemy by
offensive action." (46)
On 18 Octobei 1979, the new Chief of Staff, General
Edward C, Meyer, approved the heavy division in principle but
withheld final approval until TRADOC briefed him on the results
"of the remaining Army 86 studies -- the ligit division, the
corys, and echelons above corps.
Both he and General Starry
realized thst Division 86 could not be fully understood in
isolation from the remaining Army 86 studies because the designs
"of all the Army 66 echelons were interdependent.
On I August
"1Y80, General Meyer approved a heavy division that numbered
19,966 with six armor and four mechanized infantry battalions,
"and 20,250 with a five/five mix. This heavy division retained
the

e.ren
....

of 4-k

flex.iIli..

1
PnAn

ijyjai4

,

with a djvann

base, "combat command"- like brigade headquarters, and a flexible
number of maneuver battalions.
With its new air cavulry attack
brigade,

larger

divisio,

artillery

and ground maneuver battalions

"and composite brigade support battalions, the division "embodied
[Starry's] concepts of maximum firepower forward,
command control,

increased

fire

improved combining of the arms,

"and smaller,

less

support and air
an increased

complex fighting

compa

improved

defense,

an

leader-to-led

ies and platoons,"

ratio,
(47)

F
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The history of the Army 86 light diviaion study,

Division 86,
a

further clarifies the importance to force design of

and specific

clear

Infantry

operational

concept.

There was no initial

agreement on a mission and opert.tional concept for the light
division.
In September 197C Generals Meyer and Starry agreed on
the stated purpose of developing light divisions with
significantly increased firepower Pnr tactical mobility, capable
of worldwide commitment to contingencies and also of
incorporation into heavy corps in an established theater (NATO).
By March 1980 TRADOC planners had developed an interim
operational concept, but the more the TRADOC planners worked to
produce a lean, mobile, anti-armor force, the more they

--

questioned the compatibility of the established force design
requirements.
In August 1980 Genert-.. Meyer rejected the TRADOC
plnners' third design and released them from General Starry's
original guidance that the light division would be "lightly
manned but heavy in combat power." (48) t'eyer stated that force
packaging -- a modified pooling concept that provided specific
capabilities at corps level for the dedicated support of
subordinate divisions -- was not an acceptable substitute for
designing the required capabilities into the division,

"*

required division capabilities should determine division size,
not the other way around. (49) With this new guidance, the TRADOC
quickly developed a

planners

fourth design that

approved for planning and testing
*

and that

17,773-man

Infantry

on 18 September

Division 86 had a

and was increased over the three
all

major organizations.

its

earlier
It

1980.

The

"foxhole strength"
designs

in

of 2,376
"virtually

was standardized to

Wi~h 8 motorized

with the heavy division.

General Meyer

infantry

a

degree

and 2 mobile

protected gun battalions, it fielded the combat power to execute
contingency

operations

NATO missions."
9th

Infantry

(50)

Division

and to

conduct armor-delaying

and other

This force design became the model for the
"High-Technology Testbed"

at

Fort Lewis,

Washington.
Infantry Division 86 had "'three

sets

of deployment

requirements according to mission and phase of operations.
were employment against armor forces,
against light forces,

L

and employment

Those

contingency employment
in

assault.

These were
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measured out in terms of C-141 flights." (51) In other words, the
division would be strategically tailored for a specific mission,
after the decision to commit had been made, not during the force

5

This approach to strategic mobility coincided
design process.
with the approach taken in CGSC Study 56-10 and under the ROAD
It was not the aj.proach taken by the Army of
concept.
Excellence.

"I•_e my__t_.Excell

lnce

The Army of Excellence (AOE) study was undertaken
"because the sum of the Army's required parts exceeded the
resources available to structure the Army. Ea-h component of the
evolving Army structure was a sound, flexible organization; but
W

.- i

when all of the personnel and material requirements for them were
totaled, the requirements exceeded the army's ability to meet
them." (52) During the August 1983 Army Commanders' Conference,
~senior Army leaders expressed their concerns that much of the

t

I

•

For example, using the
Army hb.d become a "hollow" force.
(DFE) method to
equivalent
force
48,000-soldier division
"determine personnel requirements, the 1983 24-division force
the Total Army force
required 1,1ltOO0 soldiers to fill
structuru; this represented a shortfall of 153,300 soldiers when
This
compared with the 998,700 spaces actually programed.
shortage manifested itself in units assigned multiple wartime
missions, and in unit' manned at greatly reduced authorized
levels of organization (ALe) to meet manpower constraints.
The AOE study also incorporated an earlier concern that
1%had sur-7aced durinirg the June 1QRR Corns

"The corps commanders felt

Conference.

onmmsnders'

the combat divisions were too powerful

in comparison with the corps and too large and unwieldy to
Although the
perform as the maneuver element of AirLand Battle.
corps commanders were responsible for execution of the c• rps
"operationsl plan, the Army 86 force designs allocated the bulk of
As a reoult, the corps
the Army's combat power to the divisions.
commanders "lacked the capability to influence the battle- That
was contrary to the concept of the corps as the centerpiece in
"the execution of AirLand Battle doctrine." (53)
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General John A.

Wickham,

the new Chief of Staff,

TRADOC to address these concerns in

tasked

a ten-week feasibility

study.

_

The Army Staff provided the following guidance: (54)
* Recommend designs that will not exceed the
.0

Army's programed personnel end strength.

[For the first

time,

the

Army intertwined the force structure and force design issues at
TRANDOC level.

TRADOC now had to design organizations

so that DA

could afford to program a given number of each type unit.]
* Develop L light, division-size force optimized
for rapid deployment for low intensity contingency missions.
Recommend reductions in
increase its

mobility;

the size of the heavy division to
consider centralizing [pooling]

assets at

echelons above division [but without shifting responsibility for
those assets'

functions].
* Redesign corps and EAC structures to improve

their warfighting capability.
The Study
Because the study was to be completed in

ten weeks,

*3

the

TRADOC force designers "compressed and accelerated" the concept
based ruquirements system institutionalized under General Starry.
(55)

In his 1985 MMAS thesis,

Major Raymond D. Barrett writes,

Although four years were required from 1976-1980
to develop Division 86 from concept to an
approved objective force design, the Army of
Excellence's initial
objective force designs, the
Infantry Division (Light) and the Heavy Division,
were completed in less than twelve weeks (30 Aug
10 Nov 1983) ...
in part by abandoning standard
analytical procedures in favor of qualitative
professional judgments, gamer insights, static
measures of force effectiveness an
results from
previous studies of Army 86. (56)

Under &OE,

General Wickham reintroduced McNair's concept

of austere "streamlining and pooling",

and directed that TRADOC

use a force packaging concept to place specific division
capabilities

in

the parent corps'

reversed General Meyer

force structure.

This decision

3 Army 86 guidance that force packaging

was not an adqequate substitute fnr designing required
capabilities

into the divisions.

TRADOC's proponent schools and

'

i.ntegrating centers sliced more than 15 percent of the personnel
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from the heavy division; to improve efficiency and minimize the
impact of these personnel reductions, they incorporated some of
the innovative features of the new light infantry division.
TRADOC completely redesigned the light infantry division.
While Infantry Division 86 focused on the application of advanced
technology to develop mounted light forces that would be
effective in mid to high inten.;ity conflict, the AOE Infantry
Division (Light) focused on dismounted infantry combat in low
General Wickham placed ceilings on the I 1ht
intensxty conflict.
requirements
division's end strength (10,000) and strategic lift
(500 C-141 sorties), and these constraints replaced operational
requirements as the major considerations of the design process.

V.

-

N.

To develop the corps and EAC structure for each theater,
and still
remain within General Wickham's manpower constraints,
TRADOC established manpower planning ceilings for each theater
The TRADOC force planners then gave
and functional area.
priority to increasing the number and mix of active combat units,
and accepted greater risk in support functions by assigning mo~e
As a result of these
support units to the reserve components.
efforts, TRADOC developed an alternative force structure with all
elements at "ALO I", with each corps allocated to only one
theater, and with each subordinate unit assigned to a specific.
corps or echelon above corps.
AOE proponents argue that, when con'iidered in the total
Army context, the AOE alternative force designs sacrificed some
robustness and redundancy in order to reduce the high c' t of
combat forces and to make those combat forces agile enough to
execute AirLand Battle.
The designs supported the concept of the
corps as the centerpiece for successful execution of AirLand
Battle doctrine, by reallocating a greater share of the total
combat power of the corps to the corps commander's direct
control,

su that he could better influence the battle and the

execution of his operational plan.
streamlined,

balanced,

On paper,

and optimized

1".

(57)

However,

if

at least,

they

.he Army force structure,

and eliminated hollowness by providing a total
"ALO

.

force fielded at

Army 96 designed an ALO I division

orF;anized for sustained heavy combat,

and then AOE significantly

reduced the size of that division without relieving it
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functional responsibilities,

AOE in

I

fact redefined ALO based on

manpower constraints rather than operational requirements.
many cases, the problem of the Active Army's hollowness was

In

resolved by redefinition of ALO and reserve component roles.
Hence this monograph's use of "ALO
The AOE caused in

1".

the field army an adverse reaction even

greater than the one led by Devers against McNair in

their May 1985 article in the

_rmEd
•

_,.__urFI,

1942-43,

In

the

pseudonymous Generals "Sam Damon" and "Ben Krisler" accused the
AQE study of being "a search for operational justification for a
political solution" to the Army's manpower problems.
While
conceding that ACE did realign the corps echelon to better
support AirLand Battle doctrine,

they objected to a force

packaging concept that "hides the full cost of fielding light
divisions and the true strategic mobility requirement." (58)
In a follow-on article in the November 1985 6rmgErqg
Journal, Brigadier General John C. Bahnsen argued, "The maneuver
style cf AirLand Battle and its

balanced offenhe/defense flavor

puts a premium on combined arms forces that can be rapidly
concentrated --

an imperative not supported by the outdated ROAD

notion [perpetuated by both Army 86 and ACE]
organizing at battalion and brigade."

of ad hoc task

(60) He recommended that

the Army move to a single type of heavy division and a single
type of light division, each organized with fixed brigades of
combined arms battalions.
AQE and AirLand Battle
In

his 1985 MMAS thesis, Major

Barrett examined in

more

detail the coherence between AirLand Battle requirements and AOE
capabi ities.
firepower

In

contrast to the Active Defense focus on maximum

forward under the tactical

control of divisions,

AirLand Battle focuses on the operational

synchronization of

maneuver and firepower by corps and echelons above corps,

The

tenets of AirLand Battle place two significant operational

requirements on tactical organizations:
agility

the requirement for

dictates that they be flexible and capable of rapid task

organization,

and the requirement for synchronization dictates

25

that they be responsive,
(60)

self-contained

These organizational

combined arms formations.

capabilities are not easily combined in

a single echelon of command.
Barrett argues that the two capabilities must be "built
into alternate echelons,

where one command echelon is a
tailorable unit of conc-ntration, possessing the flexibility"
rapidly "absorb,

"the next is

employ,

and then release combat power,"

a self-contained unit of maneuver,

exploiting transient opportunities
augmentation."

(61)

to
while

"capable of

without prior time-consuming

He argues that the ACE force structure,

while

an improvement over Army 86, does not provide command echelons
"that are alternately fixed and flexible. At the operational
level,

field armies and army groups are flexible organizations.

At the tactical-operational
flexible.

level,

corps are also relatively

As Barrett wrote,

With a mix of armor,

mechanized and light

infantry divisions, two separate brigades,

an

"armored cavalry regiment and. a minimum of four
"artillery brigades, the corps represents a
well-balanced and flexible orgýanization.
headquarters with
corps can support
requirements of its
"design constraints
and brigades, the

conduct force tailoring.

To correct this

As a

its
own service support, the
force tailoring to meet the
mission.
Yet under the
of its
subordinate divisions
corps cannot easily or rapidly

(62)

perceived deficiency,

Barrett proposes

that the Army redesign the division as a tailorable

[flexible]

headquarters with the responsibility for planning and controlling
the employment of tactical
self-contained [fixed]

combat power organized
brigades.

into

Barrett writes,

As the key tactical
instrument of the corps, the
division should be responsible for concentrating
tactical
combat power and employing it in concert
with the corps plan.
To do this it must be a
flexible organization capable of accepting
augmentation from corps and other divisions while
rapidly massing and dispersing subordinate
tectical
formations.
With its
fixed structure
and heavy support responsibilities
division does
not possess the inherent flexibility
to perform
these functions. (63)
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Under Barrett's proposal, the brigade would replace the
division as the basic administrative and tactical combined arms
organization of the Army.
The brigade would become a balanced
combined arms organization with enough organic fire

support,

reconnaissance, engineers, and service support to perform its
close combat mission under whatever conditions the TRADOC
operational

concept defines as normal.

The divisional combat

aviation brigade and the corps artillery brigade would also
receive organic CSS, and thus be available for rapid task
organization without overwhelming the logistical system of the
gaining unit -- like the ground maneuver brigades, they would
simply pick up and move, then plug into the corps area support
system after they arrive.

Barrett did not address whether the

Corps Support Command (COSCOM)
concept --

is

exible enough to handle this

especially before the theater matures

-- and the

discussion of this question is beyond the scope of this study.

CONCLUSIONS
"Orga iizational Principi
l es
a

From these

two fundamental principles, one can postulate five subordinate
principles: flexibility, integration, standardization,
resiliency, and continuity.
This section examines each of these
principles, derives from them a list
of organizational
imperatives, and ends with a conclusion as to the proper
methodology for force design.
Economy of force refers to the expenditure of combat power
in order to achieve the maximum results with a minimum
expenditure of force.
It is the fundamental principle from which
other principles of war are derived, and it is the standard by
The
which one should judge all tactical organizations.
application of this principle should be output oriented and. focus
on economical employment and effectiveness, on generating maximum
combat power with a given set of r-.sources.
As Palmer wrote,

I
.4
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Economy, properly understood, does not mean
getting along with the least possible but getting
the most out of what one has -- not a minimizing
General
of effort, but a maximizing of results.
"McNair hoped , by reducing the size of units, to
make it possible to mobilize and ship a large
He hoped also by pooling and
number of units.
by flexible organization, to make every unit
available for maximum employment at al times.
By the close of 1942 it was evident to General
McNair that every man, weapon, and ship-ton made
available to the Ground Forces must be used to
the utmost, at whatever strain to the individuals
"concerned, and that economy of ground forces was
vital to winning the war. (64)

A similar realization by -today's Army leadership led to
the Army- of Excellence.

AOE pursues an austerity policy similar

to the McNair reduction policy that was discredited in

WWII

Austerity and force packaging, while economical in
theory, did not work well in World War II, even under conditions
Austere units are even less economical in
of full mobilization.
combat.

a "come as you are" war; more robust and thus more survivable
units make sense when you plan to fight outnumbered and win,
without benefit of unit rotation, instead of steamrolling your
Historically, austerity has
opponent with material superiority.
led to the excessive application of streamlining end pooling, to
the point that units lose their capability to perform their
Advocates of austerity recognize
missions in sustained combat.
the program constraints of the US Army and weigh these "real

-i

world" constraints against the tendency by force designers to
The positive
make every unit as self-sustaining as possible.
aspects of streamlining and pooling represent economy of force
and rusult in

fluxibility.

However,

as General Meyer stated

during the Infantry Division 86 study, functions

and resources

muss coincide,
Un-ity of Effort
The purpose of tactical organization is to provide a
"flexible, agile and respt Isive command and control structure that
Unity of effort results in the
facilitates unity of effort.
*

economic expenditure of combat power in the pursuit of a common
It is the product of the synchronization of combat
objective.
power,

and can be obtained either through unity of command or
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through the use of cooperation
designers'

dilemma is

and coordination.

The force

k

"where to provide for unity of command and

where to depend on cooperation."

(65)

House writes,

major armies have tended to integrate more and
more arms and services at progressively lower
levels of organization, in order to combine
different capabilities of mobility, protection,
and firepower while posing more complicated

threats to enemy units.
Integration does not
necessarily mean combining individual weapqns or
even companies of different arms together in a
perm~nent
fms).orgaizat,
. cient
garrison ...Lcowbitec
TO De effective,
Itlu
i onSufficient
that] the different arms and services must train
together at all
times1 changing task organization
frequently.
When making such changes in task
organization4 it is mnre effective to begin with
a large combined-arms unit, such as a division or
fixed brigade, and select elements of that unit
to form a specific task force, rather than to
start
with a smaller brigade or division and
attach nondivisional elements to that formation.
In the former case, all
elements of the resulting
task force are accustomed [through habitual
association] to working together and have a sense
of unit identity that can overcome many
misundertandings.
In the latter
case, confusion
and delay may occur until the nondivisional
attachments adjust to their
new command
relationships and the gaining headquarters learns
the capabilities and limitations of these
attachments.
Frequent changes in the partnership
of units, especially chanqes that are not
practiced in
peacetime, will
produce inmisunderstanding, and confusion. (66)

I
-

Sefficiency,

Flexibilit

it
Flexibility

is

the ability

a particular situation;
facilitates

of an organization to adapt to

the degree to which its

task organization

in

combat.

TOE organization

General McNair believed

that flexibility
and economy wera essentially the same since
flexibility
meant freedom to use personnel aind equipment where

-

they would produce the most effective,
economical,

results.

and therefore most

This principle favors givicrig each command

the combat and service support means to reinforce

S.echelon

lower echelons,

its

thus providing for economy of force and the

flexibility

to concentrate

point.

Tactical organizations

its

combat power at the decisive
should contain the minimum

essential combat power to perform their

battlefield

fun. -tiuns

under normal conditions, but since combat conditions are rarely
normal, organizations should anticipate entering combat as
task-organized teams reinforced with attachments provided by
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higher echelons.
Tactical organizations organized on the combat
command principle, and with sufficient organic strength, can
perform countless combinations to meet practically any situation.
The more the various elements of a tactical organization are
fixed, or the fewer the basic elements available for task
organization,

,he less flexible the organization becomes.

To provide unity of effort and achieve economy of force,
operational requirements must drive organizational design and
force structure.
Just as the ROAD concept did not support the
Active Defense, Army 86 did not support AirLand Battle. As
Barrett argued, current operational requirements place
contradictory demands on the Army's force designers: the
requirement for synchronization dictates that tactical
organizations be flexible and capable of rapid task organization,
and the requirement for agility dictates that tactical
organizations be responsive, balanced, self-contained combined
arms formations.
These organizational capabilities are not
easily combined in a single echelon of command.
Any force design
decision is bound to be a compromise solution to the problem of
"meeting these demands. E.S. Johnston provided a set of criteria
that could help force designers determine whether a certain
capability should be included organically in a unit, or placed in
a higher unit where it can be made available as needed. His
criteria for force design are as follows: (67)
Is the capability used with such frequency by the
lower echelon as to make organic inclusion desirable?
Is it available in sufficient quantities to
permit organic inclusion, or should it rather be pooled under
higher echelons in order to facilitate its presence when and
where most needed?
Can it be employed as effect..vely by the lower as
by a higher echelon?
There are at least two other tests that the force
designer should apply to aid in his decision.
These tests are:
Does it have the same degree of mobility as the
lower echelon, or will it reduce that echelon's mobility?
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be sustained at the lower echelon, or does
sustainment overburden that echelon with logistical and
it
training requirements?
Standardiz~t ign
Can it

Standardization is a principle that seems to be in
conflict with flexiblity, but without a standardized force
design, task organization becomes a complicated and time-Fixed organizations, particularly those at
consuming process.
battalion and company level, are the structural building blocks
The
from which, and upon which, task forces are constructed.
requirement for standardized force design dictates that the Army

,
r

'

A,

U--

However, these fixed
retain certain fixed organizations.
organizations must be capable of receiving and giving up
attachments as necessary to facilitate task organization and thus
provide organizational

flexibility.

Resiliency
Resiliency is the ability of a unit to undertake
remain
continuous operations, absorb combat losses, and still
It requires robustness and redundancy in an
combat effective.
Force designers are again faced with a paradox.
organization.
Designing staying power into an organization costs assets that
could be used to activate other units, while the lack of
resiliency in

2$.

t

sustained heavy combat generates the requirement

for more units to allow for unit rotation and reconstitution.

,..'

Any force design decision concerning this principle will involve
The only apparent solution
a compromise on how much is enough.
is to include in the operational concept how long, and at what
intensity of combat, each unit must be able to conduct continuous
operations..-.,

>'

Continuity
An Army should make organizational changes only if the
Organizational stability is
benefits clearly outweigh the costs.
desirable because TOE changes mean changes in training, manpower,
Nevertheless,
deployment, and material acquisition requirements.
TOEs are inherently unstable and subject to continual

review and

Tactical organization has to keep abreast of recent
revision.
combat experience as well as technological innovation and
The TOEs of different
modifications in doctrinal employment.

types of units are interdependent because units are designed to
therefore change in

support each other;
change

in

several others.

In

addition,

one TOE usually leads to
every TOE represents a

"compromise between several conflicting requirements; there is
therefore v constant tendency to amend them.
*

The implementation

of necessary changes should be evolutionary and should anticipate
the introduction of new technologies,
into its

the reorganization process

Organizational

p

-

The imperatives

the course of this

other activities.

Imperatives

orgtaniation lg

Thn2rcoip leof

*

so that units can integrate

listed

to certain

below were accumulated during

monograph's preparation.

Streamline combat units for quick,

(68)
decisive action;

assign to combat units only the minimum essential personnel and
equipment they require at all
operations.

times to conduct normal combat

Pool at higher headquarters that which combat units need
only occasionally;

such pools not only keep personnel and

equipment from idleness but also permit rapid massing for
concentrated use.
Keep headquarters
.4.

as small as possible,

yet capable of

sustained 24-hour operations.
Allot each echelon the maximum number of subdivisions,
within the total

desirable for its

normal operations,

typLIcl loader will be able to handle efficinlv,
factors will permit.

n..•

that its
that oth,-

The number of subordinate elements normally

assigned a commander must be less than the saturation point to
permit adequate control of reinforcing

elements

in

combat.

-

Unity of Effort
Provide units of all

arms and services at each echelon

with the same degree of tactical

mobility and survivability.

Provide unitsj at each echelon with those means they
habitually require to perform their
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mission in

combat.

Integrate combined arms and essential services at the

,.-

lowest echelon that can perform the integration economically -effectively and efficiently.
Centralize oontinuous battle functions such as
surveillance, target acquisitior, suppression, counterfire,
interdiction, and logistics at levels which will allow these
functions to continue as required, regardless of the immediate
degree of commitment of the supported force.
Centralize administrative support functions to allow

',7.

lower echelon commanders to focus on tactical operations.
Design organizations that can be tailored at any echelon
for the tactical or strategic situation and environment.
Balance the arms within an organization; combined arms
organizations in which one arm dominates the others may be useful
in certain circumstances, but lack flexibility.
Design organizations on the basis of their battlefield
functions and the tactical doctrine for their employment.
Design organizations at each echelon as nearly
identically as possible.
Reduce,

simplify,

training functions at all

and standardize tactical,
echelons,

technical

and

but especially at company and

platoon, where -the leadership is most inexperienced.
Resiliencgy"'
Design organizations

for continuous combat operations by

providing sufficient robustness and redundancy for uninterrupted
performance of critical cuniLrol functions and
-key
combat tasks.
Design organizations to facilitate the assimilation of
new doctrine and anticipated new equipment throug;x evolutionary
transition stages.

*,.
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AM§ _&y
OavJ not have

but des aratda,-_t

.qg__tin-- In the place of a formal
1oms__g-rine for
doctrine, it currently re)-.es on individual interpretations of
"the McNairian folklore of streamlining and pooling. This myth
has survived because the Army chose not to critically analyze the
shortcomings of McNair's force design philosophy or the changes
in conditions that have rendered it even more deficient today
than it was at the time of its formulation.
When the Army
finally replaces this myth with a formal organizationrl doctrine,
this doctrine should include the following elements:
A set of theoretical principles on which to base
force design decisions. This monograph's conclusions form the
basis foi nuch a s:t.
A methodology for formulating operational
concepts and then translating thbm into force design
altarnatives.
The TRADOC concept based requirements system
currently performs this function, and appears to work well, so
long as the TRADOC integrating centers perform their task of
insuring that the service schools design organizations that

"

reflect the requiremeL.ts of the operational concept.
operational

An evaluation process to test

4,'.

"concepts and organizational designs in the field,

in order to
sci ,tifically an(' deliberately establish their validity before
the rest of the Army transitions to them. The Ist Cavalry
Division DRE and the more recent 9th Infantry Division field

%

"tests provide models for developing such a process.
A means to impose program constraints on force
design without radically altering that design.

U

This remains an

unresolved issue.

UNRESOLVED TSSUES

."

Lhrti~al~n£i&nl.

In WWII the regiment,
division and field army served as fixed units of maneuver with
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both tactical and administrative responsibilities,

qhile the

corps served as a flexible unit of concentration with purely
tactical responsibilities.
Under the initial ROAD concept, the
battalion, division, and field army served as units of maneuver,
while the brigade and corps served as units of concentration.
The EAD Study and its consequent elimination of the tactical
corps echelon blurred the function of the corps, and neither the
corps nor the brigade were ever purely tactical echelons.
This
monograph's findings lead to the conclusion that there has never
been a clear skip echelon in the US Army.
The principle of
economy of force favors all
AND maneuver,

Ky

echelons being able to concentrate

to allocate resources AND to fight.

.

The Army

simply does not have the luxury to design-each echelon to do one
function or the other -agility

each echelon needs the flexibility

and

to do both.
While Barrett attemrts to make the case for alternating

flexibility

and responsiveness

command,

Lagility]

he does not succeed.

brigade base,

barrett

in

the echelons of

would provide an organic

similar to the one currently found in

combat brigades,

.

separate

to the divisional combat brigades,

and then

eliminate the division base.
The Corps Support Command would
then operate a forward element in the division rear area to
interface with the brigades, just as tha Division Support Command
forward support battalions currently interface with the brigades
in

the brigade rear areas.

An attached corps field artillery

brigade would provide general support (interdiction
courterfire)

to the division,

just as the Division Artillery's

direct support field artillery
brigades'

Q

battalions currently support the

close combat mission.

increase in

and

While strongly favoring an

the brigade commander's degree of control over the

support assits

in

his area,

the organizational

principles a',t

imperatives discussed earlier also favor the argument that the
divison commander needs the same degree of controL over h.s
support assets,

and for similar reasons.

Barrett'!

propos ls

leave the division commander without a credible divis on h .se to
influence the decisive effort of the division --

the same

position that the brigade commander has been in

since the

adoption of th" ROAD concept!

Barrett advocates the division

7
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commander having to depend on the corps commrnder for the fire
support means to perform his interdiction and counterfire
functions; but the division commander certainly needs the same
degree of control over these means as the brigade commander needs
over his fire support means for close combat.
In arguing his
case for fixed brigades, Barrett states,
both the maneuver and firepower elements of the
force must respond to q single commander .'10 5

these co
alementary and pupplementary runctions
must wor in such a synchronous manner that the
appearance is one of absolute unity of effort ...
maneuver and firepower must be highly responsive
to each other and the unitary.commander ...
balance is created byr organi'zing maneuver and
fire support forces into units of equal mobility,
survivability, and sustainability. (69)

f

V

These criteria of mobility, survivability, and sustainability are
the same ones used by McNair to make economy of force decisions
in WWII, and they are still
valid today for all command echelons,
not just the brigade.
As E.S. Johnston noted,

unity of command is

merely a

means to the end of unity of effort, with cooperation being
another means to the same end.

Perhaps Barrett's thesis

understates the degree of control that brigade commanders
actually have over their support assets, just as it understates
the degree of control that the division commander must have over

his.
Divisional brigade commanders employ cooperation and
coordination to exert considerable influence over tieir
habitually associated support assets.
In the tradeoff between
the efficiency and flexibility of centralization and the
responsiveness and cohesion of decentralization, the principle of".
unity of effort suggests that tha brigade and the division should
both have organic to them those support assets that they will
normally, habitually, almost always need in combat, regardless of
the mission.
One possible solution is to design flexible organizations
at all levels above battalion, each echelon having a command base
similar to the old ROAD division or siparate brigade base,
designed for normal operations, plus assets to reinforce a
variable number of subordinate units when conditions become

:,

-
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abnormal --

which in

one way or another they always are since

practically no one anticipates fighting pure.
Under this
proposal, the brigade would look similar to the one Barrett
proposes.
The division would be composed of a division base and
a variable number of brigades.
The division base would consist
of the division headquarters and headquarters company, a signal
company to support division headquarters and the division base, a
military polico- company with responsibility for the division rear
area, a military intelligence company or battalion in direct
support of the division headquarters,

p-

a cavalry squadron to

perform division-level reconnaissance and security missions, air
defense and engineer battalions with responsibility for the
division rear area and for providing backup support to the
brigades, and a battalion-size DISCOM to provide DS level support
to the division base and CSS management to the entire division.

X

To that division base would be assigned or attached a variable
number of flexible combct and combat support brigades,
its

organic DS level support battalion.

each with

A typical division might

control three ground maneuver brigades (heavy and/or light),
combat aviation brigade,
corps level,

,.-,

and one field artillery

brigade.

one

At

additional combat and combat support brigades and

regiments would be available
support the corps

-) reinforce the divisions 'o

commander's concept of the operation,

operate independently under corps control.
have one heavy and one lirht
field artillery

brigades,

armored cavalry regiment,
attached to its

A typ'ical corps might

ground maneuver brigades,
one combat aviation brigade,
in

or to
one or two
and an

addition to those brigades normally

subordinate divisions.

In the COSCOM would be a

general support base and a variable number of flexible forward
support brigades,

each capable of providing area support

include backup DS level support,

(to

a function now performed by the

DISCOM main support battalion) to the forward divisions.

the division commander now task organizes his brigades,
commander would be able to task organize his divisions,
attaching and detaching combat,

service support brigades,

combat support

the corps
by

and combat

groups, and battalions.
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An alternative solution is to redefine the US Army's
terms for command/support relationships.
If the Direct Support
mission were defined to include automatic operational control of
"the supporting unit by the supported unit, for all branches,
Army-wide,

and if

habitual association flourished in

brigade level and above,

the Army's agility

peacetime at

would improve

"overnight, without a loss in organizational flexibility.
"Echelons Above Division

Qib§1hnLukYeQrps. Current initiatives focus on unwieldy
corps attempting to train for field army missions, under severe

,,

manpower and equipment constraints that cause the Army to design
austere divisions and to place essential elements of combat power
"in the reserve components.
This may reflect political reality
within NATO, but there is no reason to tie the rest of the Army
to the NATO system.
In Southwest Asia or other contingency
areas, the US Army could establish an operational-level field
army on the model of WWII and Korea, with two or more
tactical-level corps to control the divisions and to provide
user-oriented battlefield combat support and combat service
support, and a Field Army Support Command to manage the combat
zone General Support logistic base on an area basis.
A future
study should compare and contrast the two systems, using WWII
combat examples to provide the evidence.
Force Design versus Force Structure

Before AQE, force design was relatively
ongixyn;.
unconstrained by force structure or manpower considerations.
This was particularly true during the DRS and the Army 86
studies.
Under AOE, however, program constraints drive

~r''f~
nl.im~r'ttngfr
_

___~

t

rot

rlntinl.reriiii.r-rmev~ts

operational concepts upon which our doctrine is
Army will have to come to gri.p,

-ind

evr'n

based.

(70)

with this conflict between

operational doctrine and tactical
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The

effectiveness on tomorrow's battlefield
in

terms of resource management.

will be very inefficient

The economic expenditure of

combat power will involve what the managers of national resources
perceive to be inefficiency.
But war is not a commercial
business --

the rules are different and the consequences of

failure are much greater.
The Army's force design should clearly
demonstrate the Army's total
force requirements, so that both
Congress

and the American people can see what they are buying

where they are taking risk.
unfunded

Professional

TOE requirements

anticipate

that

Congress

in

peacetime,

will

harder time understanding

recognizing

a valid

to

TOE operational

trick

at

all.

ourselves

program will
risk

into

is

ends,

or

its

to

in

in

leaders not

generation,

years ago -ends to

its

principle

or

is

force design to
and the
lip

elaborated by E.S.

an army must adjust

means,

it

than the Army

The Army has paid

the timeless

as

the Army tends

or even that

using faulty

shortfall.

wartime;

Moreover,

Let Congress know the shortfall

support.

almost fifty

military

having more force structure

for too long to

Johnston

their

io undocumented

no sense

associated with that

service

"to its

There

because they can

requirement.

is passed from generation

forget why the requirement

needed

understand

fund these requirements

they have a
the baton

soldiers

and

it

will

its means

surely

face

defeat.
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